Filaria in Bone Marrow Aspiration of a Child with Pyrexia of Unknown Origin – A Case Report
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Abstract: A variety of haemoparasites infecting humans occur in the tropical and subtropical regions of the world. Filaria is one of them that usually manifests as hydrocoele, elephantiasis, lymphadenopathy and fever. The microfilaria causing these symptoms can usually be demonstrated in the peripheral circulation or get lodged into one of the organs and are discovered on fine needle aspiration samples. However, occurrence of microfilaria in the bone marrow is a rare presentation. We hereby report one such case of a paediatric patient who presented as a case of pyrexia of unknown origin, anaemia and raised creatinine levels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Out of the 8 species in the world, Filaria in India is caused by Wuchereria bancrofti or Brugia malayi, both of which are transmitted through Culex mosquitoes. Filaria is usually diagnosed by demonstrating circulating microfilaria in the peripheral blood of the patient collected between 12.00 AM and 4.00 AM. During circulation these microfilaria can get lodged in various organs and can be demonstrated in Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA) samples from the thyroid, breast, subcutaneous nodules or other organs, or in tissue samples such as bronchial washings.[1-7] Detection of microfilaria in bone marrow aspirates is a rare finding. A few cases, which have been reported, were usually associated with pancytopenia, [8-12] and one case was incidentally discovered in a patient with acute lymphoid leukaemia. [13]

II. CASE REPORT

A 12 year old girl presented to the Hospital with high grade intermittent fever with spikes for 4 days, along with by 2-3 episodes of vomiting per day, decreased oral intake, and abdominal pain. There was no history of haematuria, dysuria or any other past illness. On examination, the patient was febrile, poorly built, and showed pallor. There was no evidence of icterus, clubbing, bony tenderness, lymphadenopathy or organomegaly. On admission her Haemoglobin was 6.7 gm/dl, Mean Corpuscular Volume (MCV) 89.3 fl, Mean Corpuscular Haemoglobin(MCH) 27.7 pg, and Mean Corpuscular Haemoglobin concentration (MCHC) 31.0%. The Peripheral Blood Smear revealed predominantly normocytic normochromic RBCs along with few microcytes and pencil cells. The Total Leukocyte Count was raised to 24,200 cells per cumm, with a Differential Count revealing Eosinophilia (P-74, L-16, E-10). The Absolute Eosinophil Count was 2420 cells per cumm. Thrombocytopenia was observed with the Platelet Count being 90,000 per cumm. Serum Creatinine was raised to 4.1. Tests for detection of Malarial Parasite, Dengue, Leptospirosis and Typhoid were negative.

With the cause of fever unknown and anaemia not responding to treatment, a bone marrow aspiration was performed from the anterior superior iliac spine. The smears, stained with Leishman’s stain, were normocellular with a M:E ratio of 6:1. Erythroid series was predominantly normoblastic with a few micronormoblasts. eosinophils and its precursors were mildly increased to 15% along with increased plasma cells (12%) and iron laden macrophages (Fig. 1). Megakaryocytes were morphologically normal and even in distribution.

One of the smears revealed a sheathed organism resembling microfilaria (Fig. 2). Its nuclei did not extend till the tail end and therefore, this organism was morphologically typed as Wuchereria bancrofti. Subsequently, a midnight peripheral smear examination revealed multiple such microfilaria. The patient was treated with Diethylcarbamazine and Albendazole, and given two units of packed cells. She showed improvement with her Haemoglobin rising to 8.9g/dl and Platelets increasing to 1.40 lakhs per cumm. Serum Creatinine levels also returned to normal.
Wuchereria bancrofti is the cause of Filariasis in 98% of the cases. It was first demonstrated in the hydrocoele fluid of a man by Demarcuay in 1863.[14] Humans act as a definitive host and mosquitoes are the intermediate host. The larvae enter through the skin, reach lymphatic channels and settle down in the lymph nodes. They mature and produce new larvae in 15-18 months. These then enter through the thoracic duct into the venous system and finally into the peripheral circulation. While circulating, these get lodged into a variety of organs and are picked up in Fine Needle Aspiration smears from the thyroid, breast, subcutaneous nodules or other organs, or in tissue samples such as bronchial washings.[1-7] Their ability to cross the vessel wall allows them to settle in the bone marrow also.

In our patient, Filariasis was not suspected clinically due to the lack of a typical clinical picture. Bone marrow aspirate to evaluate pyrexia of unknown origin and anaemia refractory to treatment, revealed the incidental finding of microfilaria. This finding prompted the collection of a midnight blood sample and the subsequent finding of microfilaria in the peripheral smear.

According to a study conducted by J. Langhammer et al. [15], renal failure can occur due to tubular damage, even in asymptomatic microfilaraemia, which explains the high creatinine levels in our patient. In symptomatic patients, there is glomerular damage occurring as a result of circulating immune complexes, which usually manifests as proteinuria and/or haematuria.
Umashankar et al. [8] have reported microfilaria in bone marrow aspirates with megaloblastic anaemia. Sharma et al. [9] described six cases of microfilaria in bone marrow aspirates, among which five had bone marrow hypoplasia or aplasia. Debanjali et al. [10] also reported a case of pancytopenia with microfilaria in the bone marrow. A single case report of microfilaria, in association with acute lymphoid leukaemia, has been reported by Arundhati et al. [13]. But all these cases lacked peripheral blood Eosinophilia.

Our case was unique in having bicytopenia with raised Total Leukocyte Count and peripheral blood Eosinophilia along with features of acute renal failure presenting with high creatinine levels which later returned to normal, after successful treatment.

IV. CONCLUSION

In endemic areas, a thorough work up of patients to rule out Filariasis is a must, especially in patients presenting with pyrexia of unknown origin and anaemia along with raised creatinine levels.
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